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Opportunities and
Challenges of Starting a
Business in Hong Kong
ӵॷ෫ഺཾޟᐠႄᇄࢅᏽ
6LPRQ6TXLEE
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hroughout my entire working
life, I have been starting
businesses from scratch
throughout Asia and Europe.
I have had to consider long and hard the
difficulties of starting a business in Hong
Kong in particular.
It is inevitable that when you consider
questions like these, the answers are not
always grounded in facts, but instead
guided by your own experiences and
viewpoints of the people around you.
As an active figure in the ever-growing
startup community in Hong Kong, entrepreneurs starting businesses here and
overseas often share their frustrations
with me. There are two key issues that
recur in these conversations, but I believe
that neither of them are true difficulties
that are limited geographically to HK
businesses.
Most commonly, I hear that raising
money for an idea is hard in Hong Kong.
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In fact, entrepreneurs tell me that it’s
much easier to raise money in London
right now. They site the many public and
private initiatives helping startups and
SMEs, Tech City’s growth in size and
scale, and relative proximity to Silicon
Valley as the reasons why fundraising in
London is superior to finding investment
in Hong Kong.
What they don’t know is that in equal
measure, my network connections in
London are convinced it is easier to raise
money in Hong Kong now as venture
capital funds and investors look to the
ever-growing Internet population and
growing middle class across Asia.
To this end, my investment firm Nest
recently funded a startup led by two
Israeli founders who live in San
Francisco. After just three days of backto-back meetings in Hong Kong, the team
left with multiple investor commitments
and a handful of new clients. Their
experience left them with a lasting

impression that it is easier to find investment in Hong Kong than in Israel and
even the heralded Silicon Valley. Everyone
has an opposing view on this subject, but
there is one thing we can certainly agree:
there is no market in the world where
money is throwing itself at you. These
founders have a good idea, a dedicated
team, are willing to learn and understand
their value to their customers. These are
the companies that get funded, anywhere
in the world.
In America, the rapid rate of growth in
startups means that there are a phenomenal
number of companies competing for
funding. Founders there have to work
doubly hard to differentiate themselves
from the noise.
Hong Kong and Asia in general have a lot
of spare capital when compared to
America, which has an economy grounded
in borrowing and leverage. Thus, in Hong
Kong the obstacles are different. Twitter
or Whatsapp could pitch themselves as $25

billion companies and explain that they will
make little to no profit for the first ten
years, but only a handful of investors in
Asia have the long-term vision to buy into
this. This is a challenge in HK, but it is
certainly changing.

resonates with its employees can easily
attract the best. On top of that, startups
here have a unique ability to use their
nimble structure to give valuable upside to
their team in a way that large corporates
never can.

At the end of the day, business founders,
regardless of geography and market have
to hustle, fight and tell a story that they
truly believe.

As with all challenges, it is the perfect
time to consider the opportunities.

Another issue I often hear about is that
there is a lack of startup talent in Hong
Kong, making it hard for companies to
scale. This is not the case. I have been
involved in companies from all parts of
the world, from startups in Silicon Valley
to businesses in China - talent is a
challenge for any new business, in Hong
Kong or further afield. In Silicon Valley,
‘rockstar’ software developers and talent
have become cripplingly expensive,
demanding salaries that rival those on
Wall Street. Founders have acknowledged
this challenge and many have solved it by
embracing their flexible structures to
offer top talent equity in their businesses.
The talent challenge in Hong Kong
however is based on a mindset issue
around risk. Talented people here take up
jobs at banks and multinationals as an
easy way out, enticed by the short-term
gains of a lucrative salary and stability.
However, we are lucky in Hong Kong in
that it is easy to flip this problem around
and turn it into an opportunity. The
relatively conservative culture in large
institutions means that multinationals
and corporations are struggling to attract
top hires amongst the next generation.
Jack Ma, who until very recently was the
richest man in China, built something
from nothing. The current wave of talent
can see now that their big break will not
come from working at a large corporate.
They simply need to be convinced that
there are opportunities for them where
they will be valued, and given a chance to
do something that will actually change the
world in some way. Thus, new businesses
that have a genuine brand story that
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ᑋৎЍ֯Ӡ౾КȂϘߡӤწ༟
ܕԴࣷڲфገࣷ၃ᖉࠐ൹ԋ
Ȅપ־ԴশสȂاฅ၃ႎւ
ዋࠐڗظ൹ԋߞȄ

ᅁԴЙӤఀְЙҝࢥւഺڱᆷȂᗂ๒ְށ
ߢຍ੯Й࣏௱௱գನᑂȂـԺְᓴᑄѽ
Ⴥҝߞ၃ᑢф۹Ꮞވуߞऻޱѽֿ֯ᙝȄ
֯ऎশส൹ߤ၏аߞϘ֜ࣿ᠙ԊЄȂ၃
௱գশสфઔҳᐾգ൹၃ᢚߞԋਛވ
уႬاॴȄ᎘႖аਟ௱௱দᚬیৎயᛟ
Ȃ֭اሮऎഺڱயᛟڭЙҪনݺশสԋ
ᑾգቮঋবᅆߞૌӒקȄ
யᛟϘȂا൵௱ᡘۖ־ϠሲȈȶԴশส࢝
༰ႤȄȷգڱԋਛᅆاሲȂԴ
ቈѧশสਟݽឯ༰ႤࠛȂϫࢽҍညԳգ࢝
ԺᑟᅹȂЙᎢ࣏ڽгԒфټϠᄑȂѽ
ࠐׄج൹фКЈԋȄညԳਣࡎߞȶ
ŕŦŤũġ ńŪŵźȷф֜ێ၉हᅆѧশสᏐࠕग़
ߣڐȂഺڱൌ࣏ԴឯႤўবᔹർߞ১
ԯȄ
Ҟ࣏ҁেߢێϘփЙߢێϟȄԴاԋ
ਛވуߞЄаȂـहࠫԴสឯ༰Ⴄࠛ
ঋѧਟݽȂԯऎ൹ႤӎࠛфظႤ
߰ऻϞࣷڲԳӒԴኧࠜКߞᇨປϠϾ
ӡїфКಯ༥ૺȄ
ѽϘڼڰሲށȈظߞاႤгҦŏŦŴŵ൵ࠕަ
ႤϢ༵ࣙӫȂႍ༵ӫӤیԩݺܧग़Ϭ
Ҿߞѽ֒ԕϠ൹ᓱȂҁেڽสϬџȂ༟
Ϟാ᠈වৎྻ៉බЏ၃ሃԺ֜ظႤ߰Ⴟ
៉фሮᝊۖྲࢉїȂҞᓜᆕႶփᙩȄഺ
ըᢜᢚᢰҁেϭಎےԞȂҁেሮऎশ
สѧѽ֒ԕत൯יۦదߞߣـڐਟݽ༰
ႤȄݙգϠൌҞхቺഺᣍᙇȂ֭գϘᙇҞ
ѽߺܠȂԑѵधٟգϘৎҾඞ࣏Ⴄࠛஜ
رϯࠝߞȄᐾգՀѹྍߞ൹ਛȂຕԪ
ަߞᄥ༤Ȃҁেྍᐯ೫ڭನႋକຜПࢉ
їߞኊৃȄԴԑѵधԇ֣ԳўȂഺᇌгҦ
ൌྻۖرႤࠛߞȄ

Դग़Ȃࢧിኧࠜߞࠐ൹ԋዴӫྍۧ
ߋᄳႤࠛߞгҦዴӫϵहညᢘϠȄ൹ਛ
ቮҐӡґѽॎඛփҍȄ
ग़ߞ၃ᕻᢜѽৄфᅸऎᚂȂশส
фࣷڲᑋᢜሃНहѧգـԺൺߞႤӎߩ
༡ȂԯթȂশสݙবᅆߞቪᜣϵЙԢȄయ
પĩŕŸŪŵŵŦųĪ۶ŘũŢŵŴŢűűҞዾᅳӲĲıՐ
ٟᔂఀळݕ׀ఀ࢝ьळ׀Ȃࡒ࣏ৃĳĶı
ኆग़ЮߞԋȂԴࡒࣷڲᘿգظႤ߰գቈ
ڍظႤҁেȄԴশสഺ࣏ࣄᐼȂᘵ๒ఐ
ߞፁԴؼᢏКȄ
ۖ൵ࢢȂڽЙԢԳݕҾඞߞ൹ਛȂ
ൌᐴࠫ݇ᐬȂϯཇ܈Ȅ
யᛟϟȂӤݺশส૿ѻ൹ߞϠلȂԯթ
гҦѽᙖ҇ȂᅁఐЙ࣏ഺዹߞȄంߣڐ
ۖКȂԴاฅணሃߞгҦНКȂϠلᅆ
ُਛྲгҦൌ࣏ࣄᐼȂশสێݕҁൌϘዹȄ
ԴߣڐȂϘৎԩऎȶųŰŤŬŴŵŢųȷߞഹԆ༟
߰фلᗟఀᛓᝉȂҁেঋِົᆬ໖
Ѝ֯ԢຈߞᗟࠛȄ൹ਛྍᝊۖഺࣄڱᐼ
ȂЙьళӡႵᢸࣿߞјޱႋٙயᛟȂՂȈ
ѽгҦߵӎכєૺϠلȄ
ԴশสȂඵرϠࣄߞلᐼЙԴݺলᔍփԴ
ҁেߞࢥᇯȄഺ㡯ߞϠݽۤلȂԺظ
ڗ֖фႭԋȂᔹࡓᗟфᜦݙܠକ
ຜПߞง҄ૈ׀ҁেѕஜȄ
ᘘՀȂթఐԴশสҞѽቅ᛫Գᚼԟऎᑟ
ȄЂгҦहᅆ࠲ՇߞћмȂႵכєՐ
ቅϘ҃ᐾգ൵ૺକϧߞϠلੜϧȄ՝ࡈ
Ъ๒࣏ԑК൵නգߞԋਛ༳බᙇӮ
ࠛȄྲϘزϠށلӨۖҐϢЂгҦЙ
ྻ௲ڰڽϯߞȶЂ᜕ȷȂҁেፁࠫҪ
գᎫᝊҁেߞኊৃȂຜПҁেᑟྻؼᢏѵ
धߞгҦЖգඛߞᑟྻȄݙѽȂᐾգ
Ўߞࡡ๕ࣇڭڰକሃ৶ЍಯӠԒኀߞྲ
гҦҞቅݽԳೲᒖփҍȄԓҐϯࠐ൹ԋ
ႵᢸࣿߞࣛᅹҞຜП৶ЍᚳࡓߞՀȂഺ
࣏ЂԋӖЙକᆕߞږȄ
ԴࣄᐼညࡈȂഺ࣏ւዋྲᑟྻߞ൵ڸ
ےȄ

Mr Simon Squibb is an angel investor
and CEO of Nest Investments.
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